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The Master took the high seat in the Hall.  A monk asked, “What about the cardinal principal of the Buddha
dharma?”  The Master raised his whisk.  The monk Shouted.  The Master struck him.  Another monk asked, “What

about the cardinal principal of the Buddha dharma?”  Again the Master raised his whisk. The monk shouted.  The
Master also shouted. The monk faltered.  The Master struck him.

The taking of the high seat, which is described in this part of the text, is a magnificent

example of this.  But if you are just beginning your Zen practice, you will never be able to see

what is so great about this example.  I think this is the third or fourth time that I have given

teisho on this same part, and it is because I feel how magnificent it is.  Because it is such a

magnificent part, it doesn’t really matter if you folks understand it or not, I would like to just sit

here and give teisho on it two, three, four, or five times.  

During this taking of the high seat, two monks come forward and they both ask the same

question.  And Rinzai answers their question, but then the monks answer Rinzai again in an even

better way than he answered them.  But  as I just said, I don’t think it is possible for you folks to

really measure who is better than whom in this example.  

As I  was saying yesterday,  after  the question and answer,  the  mondo,  have finished,

because they were such wonderful examples of that, Rinzai continues to speak in order to explain

what happened to everyone else.   However, it doesn’t really matter how much you try to give a

dharma talk on these mondo, these questions and answers, because if you don’t understand, you

just don’t understand!  It is that way to the degree that it is almost as if it is useless to give

dharma talks.  

This is why, from the old days, it has always been said that it really isn’t necessary for

ordinary people to try to study Zen, it is just too hard.  For most people it is enough just to not

understand the dharma talk and just believe in it anyway.  It is only the true leaders who should

come and study Zen.  From the old days it has been said that for most people, it is more than
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enough just to believe in the fundamental tenents of Zen.  They don’t have to try to practice

them.  It is only the leaders who must do the practice of actually manifesting the wisdom that

grasps these principles.  

However, religion is something that is applicable both to leaders and to those who are

being led, and so I suppose, if you have time, then it is fine if you want to come and try to put

your understanding into practice and train in Zen.  

The reason why Rinzai starts giving the dharma talk after the question and answers with

the monk is because he is so happy, he is so pleased with how they answered him when he

answered them, so that is why he begins to talk further.  The reason why he was so overjoyed is

because they displayed such clear and deep understanding in their attitude, and he was happy

about it.  

So then Rinzai further opens his mouth and says, “If you want to practice the dharma

activity, you must stake your life on that practice.”  You should be able to see just how kind and

gentle this dharma talk is.  Even if you have been practicing for five or six years, if you don’t get

really serious about your practice, you will never be able to understand this part.  So sit strongly

and listen up when you listen to teisho about this!  

As I always tell you, to practice the Dharma activity means to practice manifesting the

wisdom that  understands  clearly  the  activity  that  forms  all  of  us,  and that  forms this  Great

Cosmos that we live in.  Tathagata Zen says simply that we do not exist apart from the dharma

activity.  The reason we can say this is that, according to Buddhism, every single existent being

is the same in that we have appeared limiting the Great Cosmos.  Buddhism says that as long as

we are in the mode of existence in which we have limited the cosmos, we will be seeing the

cosmos as an object.  

However,  according to Buddhism, when you grow and develop to the point that  you

manifest the perfect, complete, true self, then you are manifesting the wisdom that knows that

you are the cosmos itself.  According to Buddhism, if there is such a thing as an Absolute Being

or a Supreme Being which,  in religious  terms would be what we would call  God, then that

Supreme Being, God, Almighty, would be this manifestation of the perfect state.  
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To manifest the perfect self means to manifest complete, perfect wisdom, and in perfect

wisdom, complete wisdom, there is no need to think such things as, “God exists,” or , “The devil

exists.”  Buddhism says that it is inevitable that every self who is born will grow and develop to

manifest  the perfect  self.   People like to talk about salvation,  or liberation,  but according to

Tathagata Zen salvation is never attained until the perfect self is manifest. But Buddhism also

says that it is necessary to be saved from the saved self!  According to Buddhism, when you can

accomplish that, then you have become the truly liberated, the truly free self. That is the true self.

That is the state of liberation.  

We have to practice both of these. We have to practice the saved self, and practice the

liberated self.  Only after thoroughly practicing both do we become the truly free person. 

Rinzai stands up here and begins talking about the dharma activity, and you should be

able to feel just how happy he must be to be able to begin a dharma talk like this.  

As I began speaking about yesterday, we have to ask the question, “What activity exactly

does the dharma do when it gives birth to a self?”  And what exactly does the Dharma activity do

when it brings that “I am” self to annihilation?  If you can manifest the wisdom that really knows

the answer to those two questions, then you can become the truly free person, then you can really

manifest  the state of salvation.   The kind of salvation that is confessed to in magazines and

newspapers, the testimonials that you read about being saved in this and that way is a different

kind of a thing.  

The Dharma activity is what forms all of us and this Great Cosmos that we live in, and

yet we can’t just leave it at that, we have to ask further what exactly does the Dharma activity do

to birth an “I am” self, why is it that we “I am” selves are born from the dharma activity?  

The teaching of Buddhism defines the Dharma activity to be an activity that is essentially

comprised of two opposing functions that are named tatha-gata and tatha-agata.   

Rinzai is overflowing with joy, that is why again he opens up his mouth and begins to

speak about this Dharma activity that makes everything.  

I have told you endlessly that the Dharma activity is comprised of tatha-gata and tatha-

agata, thus-going and thus-coming.  Or we can call them plus and minus.  Or we can call them
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expanding and contracting.   If you are going to get serious about practice, at least as a temporary

expedient, you have to take this teaching to heart, you have to carve it into your hearts.  And

what you have to carve into your hearts is that the Dharma activity is plus and minus, is the

activities of existing and non-existing working together.  

Another way that later the Dharma activity was taught about to make it easier for people

to understand, was to conceive of the Dharma activity as the activity of time.  The future world is

manifest by the activity of future.  Because there is an activity of the past, the world that we call

the world of the past  comes into being.   Past  and future are  opposite  from each other,  and

therefore you might think that they are facing opposite directions, facing away from each other,

and there may be times when that is true.  

But, as you all already know from your own experience, opposites do meet each other.

Men meet women, without fail plus meets minus, and therefore in Tathagata Zen we say also

past meets future,  past  and future are acting within one shared world.  Right from the start,

Tathagata Zen very strictly tells  you, “Don’t be idiots!  Don’t think that past and future are

eternal activities that never come to a result,  that never find a place to settle down.  That is

stupid!”  Actually  right  now, men and women are meeting  each other.   Loving couples  are

always meeting each other, and always separating from each other.  If you can simply see that

loving couples meet and separate, over and over, how come you are so stupid that you can’t see

that past and future are not eternal activities?  It is the same principle.

Here at Mt. Baldy, we try to make it really simple for you, and we just say expanding is

plus, contracting is minus.  Plus and minus are the two opposite activities.  Tathagata Zen says

that  plus  and  minus  are  acting  in  the  same  one  shared  place,  and  when  plus  acts,  always

simultaneously minus also acts.  Therefore, we say that although the nature of plus and minus

might be different, they might have different characters, their strengths are equal.  

Everyone loves to  say men and women are equal, and it is just the way you say, they are

equal.  The teaching of Buddhism concludes very severely that plus and minus are always acting

together, simultaneously, therefore when plus is doing the activity of experiencing the world of

minus, simultaneously minus is also doing the activity of experiencing the world of plus.  This is
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the actual practice of Tathagata Zen.  

Likewise, when they separate from each other, the practice of Tathagata Zen is to say that

they separate from each other at the same time.  Plus and minus experiencing each other and then

separating from each other, unifying with each other and then coming apart from each other;

according to Tathagata Zen this fundamental activity is the very nature of the world that we live

in.  Plus and minus will, without fail, clearly separate from each other, as I’ve told you so many

times before.  And because I have told you this so many times before, I will skip over some of

the details of the activity of it.  

But before we move forward in the story, I feel like I should go back, because I feel like

I’ve forgotten something important.   The manifestation of plus and minus experiencing each

other is something that occurs over and over again, and that is the pure Dharma activity itself.

This manifestation of the Dharma activity is happening completely without will, plus and minus

experiencing each other is occurring will-lessly.  

Tathagata Zen implores you to carefully contemplate for yourself exactly how plus and

minus experiencing each other occurs.  First they meet each other, and then they break through

that meeting, and it is when that meeting is broken through that they experience each other.  This

isn’t something that you can simply understand superficially, immediately.  You won’t have a

chance to even understand it  without seriously practicing for two or three years,  and so for

beginning people, it is not expected that you understand this, and it is not expected that it will

even be interesting for you to listen to it.  

Rinzai is using all of his strength to try to expound the Dharma activity without mistake,

and so if you are a roshi giving teisho on this part of the Rinzai Roku, you too have to be very

careful to talk about it unmistakenly.  And if you are a student listening to that teisho, you too

have to be very careful to hear it unmistakenly.  

Plus and minus meet each other, and as you all know when you meet each other you

think, “Wonderful!  It is so great to see you!”   But that is not fixated.  Without fail you will

break through that meeting, and plus experiences minus and minus experiences plus, and then

just as inevitably, plus and minus will arrive at the origin of the other.  
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So what about when they first met?  What if Mr. Plus asks Mrs. Minus, “Where have you

come from?”  How are you going to answer?  Or what if the minus activity asks the plus activity,

“Where were you before we met?”  How are you going to answer?  The teaching of Buddhism

says that everybody has to come to the place where they can clearly answer, if you are plus, I

came from the source of plus.  And if you are minus, I came from the source of minus.  

If you are thinking about other, distant irrelevant things, and answer from that standpoint,

it is never going to be a real answer.  

Plus, having broken through, now has the world that minus previously had been walking

through as his place of action, and then, at once, he has arrived at the origin of minus.  Likewise,

now minus has the plus world as her place to act in, and then she arrives at the very origin of

plus.   This is the teaching of Buddhism.   It is very important that you contemplate this situation

without mistake.  In this situation plus and minus have arrived at each other’s origins,  through

acting within the world of the other, but we say quite clearly that both have only experienced half

of the whole.  Plus has experienced the world of minus, and through that arrived at her origin.

Minus has experienced the world of plus, and then arrived at his origin.   This, however, only

half of the whole experience.  

You have to carefully,  with effort,  contemplate this  situation in order to manifest  the

correct wisdom.  Plus and minus have one shared place of residence, one home.  But in this

situation,  in which they are at  each other’s origins, neither has experienced the entire  home.

They have only experienced half of the entire home.  

When I say ‘experienced’ here, truly experienced, it means that plus has only experienced

half of the whole together with minus.  Minus has only experienced half of the whole being

together with plus.  Therefore, neither has experienced the entire home.  Whenever the perfect,

complete  experience  has  not  been  achieved,  then  thinking  occurs.   This  is  the  teaching  of

Tathagata Zen.  

Therefore,  in this situation,  plus and minus having arrived at  each other’s origin turn

around, and having turned around they look back at their own, or towards their own origin, in

other words they look back at their own past.  In this situation, in which plus and minus are
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looking back towards their own origins, we say that they both are in the situation of only being

able to see half of the world.  When the husband arrives at the origin of his wife he is no longer

able to see his own origin.  When the wife arrives at the origin of the husband, likewise she is

also not able to see her own origin.  They both can only see half.  

The teaching of Tathagata Zen, however, says that this is when thinking happens, that

although husband and wife cannot actually see back to their own origins, they can think that

behind the shadow of what they cannot see their origin exists.  Husband and wife both do the

activity of thinking here.  In this situation, as I’ve told you so many times before, when plus and

minus, husband and wife, are looking back towards each other, looking back towards their own

origins, what they do see is the child they had previously birthed.  The child of the dharma.

Because,  when they first  broke through each other they both gave one hundred-millionth  of

themselves,  and those one  hundred-millionth  portions  of  plus  and minus  came together  and

formed the dharma child.  That is what they are now looking at.  

There is a special technical word in Sanskrit for his child of the dharma activity, which is

karara (Not sure about this word!!!). The child of the Dharma activity is karara.  I guess I will

get into that at another time, there is no real need to talk about it so much now.  Plus and minus

are now looking at this karara, this child of the dharma, and this is when the feeling of love is

born.  This is when the situation ferments and gives birth to the feeling of love in both husband

and wife,  which feels we must go and meet our child, and so they must both now transform into

the  opposite  activity,  and through doing the  opposite  activity,  through doing expanding and

contracting, they approach that child.  

The plus activity, who is now at the origin of minus, takes the form of minus and does

minus, does contracting.  The minus activity, now at the origin of plus, disguises herself as plus,

takes the form of plus and does expanding, and through those activities they come to meet their

child.  After the plus activity birthed the child, he then becomes father, he is the dharma father.

And likewise, after the minus activity births her child, she has become the dharma mother.  And

when dharma mother and father meet their child they then take back the plus and minus portions

of that child and become again the pure, complete activities of plus and minus.  In that state, they
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finally arrive back at their own origin.  

Now plus and minus have arrived back at their own sources.  Now they are manifesting a

brand-new condition of the origin.  This is when, for the first time they manifest the wisdom that

clearly knows that they are doing the activity of holding their one shared home together.  When

plus and minus first meet each other and break through that meeting, that is when the present

moment is manifest, that is when the “I am” self comes into being.  And when they are returning

back to their own origins, then that “I am” self is annihilated, that “I am” self vanishes, there is

no present moment, there is no self.  Then mother, father, and child are all gone and the pure plus

and minus activities are manifest.  You must contemplate this carefully!  

You can see from this that when the dharma child, the “I am” is born, that is exactly the

time when mother and father are also born.  However, when mother and father return to their

own origins, then the “I am” disappears, and then mother, father, and child all three together are

manifesting the pure plus and minus activities.  

Buddhism teaches very clearly about this process of growing and developing.  Within the

process of growing, the “I am” self will, undoubtedly, appear.  But then that “I am” self must

willingly dissolve itself in order to manifest a new self.  The teaching of Tathagata Zen teaches

very  clearly  about  this  process  of  growth,  this  process  of  the  self  being  born  and  then

disappearing, and through that a new condition of the origin being manifest.  

This is a very difficult principle, and something that you always ask questions about, but

the story of your asking questions is another story.  

There is a first origin, and then the Dharma activity manifests the states of separation of

subject and object, of separating subject and object and then unifying subject and object, and

then a  new level  two condition  of  the  origin is  manifest.   The Dharma activity  repeats  this

functioning through levels one, two, three, and on and on.  You must carefully contemplate that

it is when the Dharma activity manifests separating guest and host, separating object and subject,

that the self is born.  

Some of you will think, “Well what about couples that just can’t have children?  What

happens then?”  One explanation that Tathagata Zen gives of this is to say that such couples are
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always manifesting true love, they never have to separate, and therefore that dharma child, that

karara, is never manifest.  But really , I shouldn’t get into this story because it is kind of off of

the track.  

Getting back on the track, the self is inevitably born, and just as inevitably you must

dissolve yourself, that is how a new self is manifest.  This is the essential principle, and this is

why I repeat it over and over again.  It is through repeating this activity that the new dharma

bodies, the new dharma worlds of levels one, two, three and on and on are manifest.  

However, if instead of dissolving the self you insist on attaching to the self, then a new

perfect self, a new dharma body, will never become manifest.  According to Tathagata Zen, it is

the  very nature  of  the  self  to  grow and develop,  until  it  develops  the  function  that  we call

consciousness.  And when this occurs, then it is the path of growing of such selves to, with a

strong will, march along to road to development, to willfully do the activity of dissolving the

self.  

According to Buddhism, if you are satisfied with attaining  a social self, a worldly self,

and you think that it isn’t necessary to manifest zero, it isn’t necessary to manifest the perfect,

complete self, that is what we mean by attaching to the self.  And of course, if you are thinking

in such a way, the perfect self will never be manifest.  

Here is Rinzai, and bloody tears are streaming down his face, and he says, “You!  If you

are serious about practicing the dharma activity, then don’t avoid losing your body and your life.

What  you have  to  avoid  is  attaching to  your  self!”   If  you attach  to  yourself,  never  will  a

complete self be manifest, never will a new self be manifest.  If you mistake Rinzai’s words

‘losing body, losing life’ then you will misunderstand everything.  

Life means the activity of heart, the heart activity.  That is what he means by life.  The

heart activity inevitably manifests the body of heart, the heart-body.  That heart-body is what we

mean by the perfect self, but it is the heart activity that manifests the perfect self.  It is the heart

that  manifests  the  body.   It  is  through  the  heart  activity  that  both  the  self  is  manifest  and

disappears.  But if you tell that heart activity, “No thank you, I’m pretty good just as my “I am”

self, I’m fine just stuck in my “I am” self,”  then the perfect self, the zero activity, will never be
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manifest.   

You must carefully contemplate that true god, the true self is only manifest when the "I

am" has been totally dissolved, is completely gone.

Body and life totally lost, that means the complete activity of heart.  That is the state that

has neither subject nor object.  That is the state that has no comparisons in it.

We have just gotten to the end of our time, so I should probably stop, but, actually, we

always stop right at this part.  I never seem to be able to get passed this part.

Somehow you have to find a way to manifest the Mu self, to manifest no-self, to dissolve

your self.  That is what Rinzai is shedding bloody tears and sweating about, trying to get it across

to you.  

It is through dissolving the self that you can grow, you can develop.  This is the important

point.  This is why I always talk about this in teisho.  

終

The End
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